
On online social platforms, individuals interact 
differently among themselves than with media; 
creating dissonance known as “pluralistic ignorance”. 
We develop a multilayer bounded-confidence model 
of opinion dynamics to capture pluralistic ignorance, 
allowing us to question the role of media in its 
emergence. 

Mechanisms of Opinion-sharing

Model Formulation

Network Opinion Dynamics

Modeling media influence on expressed and 
private opinion discrepancies in online social 

networks
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Networks
Encoded by  graph G = (V,E) where vertex set V 
represents network members, and edge set E their 
relationships. Note |V| = N, E ⊂ V x V.  Can be 
represented by adjacency matrix A where A

i,j
≠ 0 iff 

{i,j} ∈ E, otherwise 0. In the case of multilayer 
networks, we use adjacency tensor A where A

i,j,u,v 
≠ 0 

iff {(i, u),(j, v)} ∈ E for layers u and v. 

Opinion Dynamics
Allow each node opinion state σ ∈ [-1,1] where 0 is 
centrist, and |σ|= 1 is polar. We temporally model 
opinion changes by allowing σ

i
 to influence σ

j
  iff {i,j} 

∈ E. In bounded-confidence models (BCM), σ
i
 

influences σ
j
 iff |σ

i
 - σ

j
| < c, for some threshold c.

Network Structure

In two-layer directed network, layer α represents 

‘timeline’ where broadcasts from connections and 

followed media are received, and layer β represents 

private messaging environment that places two 

non-media users in conversation. Mechanics of 

opinion transmission on α are known as “broadcast” 

and β as “gossiping”.  Both contain same set of 

non-media nodes with all edges bidirectional. Just α 

contains media zealots with outdegree 0. Expressed 

opinions are held by nodes in α and private opinions 

by nodes in β. 

Network Generation

We generate a random graph using the 

Watts-Strogatz model to construct high clustering 

and low diameter; recreating structures in observed 

online networks. Beginning with a ring lattice, edges 

are rewired according to some probability p, and the 

process is parameterized by average expected degree 

N. 

Opinion Initialization

Non-media expressed opinions are initialized  on α 

according to U~Unif(-1,1). Private opinions on β are 

adjusted with Gaussian noise. Media opinions on α 

are specified as parameters and non-media followers 

are assigned to media using K Nearest Neighbors 

(kNN).

Opinion sharing is assumed to follow different 

mechanisms on layers α and β as users interact 

differentially  with individuals vs. media broadcasts.

Layer α: Hegselmann–Krause Model

● Synchronous update

● Weighted average of all in-neighbors of all nodes 

according to BCM

Layer β: Deffuant–Weisbuch Model 

● Asynchronous update

● Choose random connected edges i,j and perform 

weighted average according to BCM

Layers α,β: In/Externalization

● Allow layers to share opinions x,y  nodewise 

through weighted average

● Represented by ɸ

Stochastic simulation inspired by Gillespie 

Algorithm. Assuming opinion-changing event (e.g. 

broadcast or gossip) is Poisson process, we select 

time until next event τ from exponential 

distribution determined with broadcast and gossip 

rates b,g. Choose event type according to u.

Ex: stochastic simulation

 of SIR model

Simulation

We find vast differences in convergence time 
between x, y opinions and differences in number of 
consensus groups between layers. Different types 
of convergence are found: consensus, harmonic.

“Pluralistic ignorance” emerges, where x,y opinions 
diverge nodewise. Future interest in performing 
sensitivity analysis to determine important 
parameters in causing divergence: average per 
node, average per layer, nearest neighbor 
comparison etc.

Current methods include Latin Hypercube Sampling 
to sufficiently sample parameter space.

Results
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Figure 1: Diagram of network model structure. Teal nodes represent 
non-media nodes and yellow nodes media. Directed solid edge  i, j means that 
i ‘follows’ j. Dashed edges represent connection between node’s private and 
expressed opinions through in/externalization

Figure 2:  Formal notation of model updates according to stochastic simulation 
proposed where x(t) is the expressed opinion vector at time t, and y(t) is the 
private opinion vector at time t

Figure 3:  Results of simulations in the presence of media, designated by red. 
Note how we approach different types of convergence between layers, 
including consensus in the top right private, but harmonic convergence in the 
public. Additionally, in the bottom, central graph we see a different number of 
end opinion states between the layers: 4 and 3.
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Ex: network performing BCM updates. HK model in 

red, DW model in blue assuming choice (1,3). “X” 

denotes bound C is not met, and no update occurs.
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